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SHAW MINES RUN - STATION 3 

Description 

Shaw Mines Run was sampled near its confluence with the Casselman since July 1967, 

and has the most complete record of flows and chemical analyses of any of the AMD discharges, 

with a total of 162 observations (see data file). This is the largest source of AMD during low 

flows. 

The complete statistical descriptions of acidity, iron and sulfate concentrations, loads and 

log-transformed loads were developed with program BMDP-2D, including histograms (see 

"Descriptive BMDP-2D"). Concentrations are named: "ACID," "TOTFE," and "SULF," with 

corresponding loads called: "ACIDL," "TOTFEL," and "SULFL." Log-transformed loads are: 

"LACID," "LTOTFE," and "LSULF." 
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Graphical Trends of Observations 

The CalComp plots (three-color) of acidity, iron and sulfate concentrations through time 

show an overall decrease in all concentrations, with the most striking changes seen in the sulfate 

and iron. 

Bivariate scatter plots (BMDP-6D) of the individual log-transformed loads of acid, iron 

and sulfate through time all show a decrease as indicated by the slope of the regression lines. The 

scatter plot of combined log-transformed loads ("S, F and A diagram") clearly shows a pattern of 

decreasing loads for all three, acid, iron and sulfate. 
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Statistical Comparisons 

Station 3 data was grouped into five time groups: 1967-68, 1969-71, 1972-73, 1974-79 

and 1980-83. The BMDP-7D multiple comparisons for concentrations, loads, log-transformed 

loads and flows are included and a summary interpretation follows. 

A.  Concentrations 

1.  Acidity - Earliest two periods (1967-68 and 1969-71) are greater than most recent 

period (1980-83). Decrease of approximately 25-35%. 

2.  Iron - Same as acidity. Decrease of roughly 50%. 

3.  Sulfate - Same as acidity. Decrease of roughly 25-40%. 

4.  Comments - Iron shows greatest decrease, acidity and sulfate show similar 

reductions. Very significant statistical differences for all three. 

B.  Loads 

1.  Acid Load ] 

2.  Iron Load ]  No differences between early and recent 

3.  Sulfate Load ]  periods. 

4.  Comments - High standard deviations make statistical distinction impossible, 

although the means for recent years are lower than for the earliest two periods. 

Furthermore, rigorous statistical testing requires log-transformation of the load 

data. 

C.  Log Loads 

1.  Log Acid Load - Early data (1969-71) is significantly greater than 1980-83. 

Decrease of roughly 40-50%. 

2.  Log Iron Load - Decrease of roughly 50% from early data to recent, but not 

significant at 0.05 confidence. 
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3.  Log Sulfate Load - Same as log acid load. Decrease is roughly 40%. 

4.  Comments - The improvements in acid and sulfate loads in recent years are 

statistically significant. The improvements in iron loads are significant at a level 

of 0.086. All load averages have been reduced on the order of 40%. 

D.  Flows 

1.  Flows ("AMGPD") - No differences between groups except anomalous low flows 

in 1974-77. 

2.  Log Flows ("LMGPD") - Same as flows. 

3.  Comments - Average flows in 1980-83 are no different than in earliest periods, 

1967-68 and 1969-70. Therefore, decreases in loads are due to reduced 

concentrations, not changes in flow. 

E.  Acid Concentrations vs. Flows - BMDP-1R Scatter Diagrams  

1.  All Data ] 

2.  1967-68 ] 

3.  1969-70 ] No correlation between acid concentrations 

4.  1971-73 ]  and flows. 

5.  1974-79 ]  

6.  1980-83 ] 

7.  Comments - Plots indicate "Type 1" discharge with observed acidities uniformly 

distributed about the mean over the range of flows. 

 




























































